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- *Pour Bien Faire du Sport* (1912): An Important Precursor to Recent Books that Support and Acclaim the Achievements of Women in Sports, by Roberta J. Park, 1901-1913

- Crocodiles, Fancy Dress and Zebra Rock Souvenirs: Triathlon the Katherine Way, by Jane E. Hunt, 1914-1928

- Gymnasts are Not Merely Circus Phenomena: Influences on the Development of Women’s Artistic Gymnastics During the 1970s, by Georgia Cervin, 1929-1946

- Aboriginal Rules: The Black History of Australian Football, by Sean Gorman, Barry Judd, Keir Reeves, Gary Osmond, Matthew Klugman & Gavan McCarthy, 1947-1962

Book Reviews

- The Oval World: A Global History of Rugby, by Adrian Smith, 1963-1965

- Bearing Light: Flame Relays and the Struggle for the Olympic Movement, by Hamish Telfer, 1965-1967
H-Sport Journal Watch. First Quarter 2012


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/32/15

Special Issue: Methodology in Sport History

- Sports History Methodology: Old and New, Dave Day & Wray Vamplew, 1715-1724
- Diplomatic and International History: Athletes and Ambassadors, by Heather L. Dichter, 1741-1744
- Still Playing Together(?): A Recall to Physical Education and Sport History Intersections, by Geoffery Z. Kohe, 1745-1749
- Geography and the Methodological Ballpark: Putting Place into Sports History, by Chris Perkins, 1759-1763
- Methodology in Sports History: Learning from Legal Scholarship?, by Jack Anderson, 1764-1768
- Parallel Fields: Labour History and Sports History, by Matthew Taylor, 1769-1774
- Economics and (Modern) Sports History, by Stefan Szymanski, 1775-1777
- The Development of Sport in Museums, by J. Reilly, 1778-1783
- Archives and Historians of Sport, by Martin Johnes, 1784-1798
- Ways of Seeing, Ways of Telling: From Art History to Sport History, by John Hughson, 1799-1803
- The Philosophy of Sport, by Andrew Edgar, 1804-1807
- Durkheim and Sociological Method: Historical Sociology, Sports History, and the Role of Comparison, by Dominic Malcolm, 1808-1812
- The Visual in Sport History: Approaches, Methodologies and Sources, by Mike Huggins, 1813-1830
- Complexity, Critique, and Close Reading: Sport History and Literary Studies, by Shannon R. Smith, 1831-1834
H-Sport Journal Watch. First Quarter 2012

- Cultural Studies and Sport History, by Daniel A. Nathan, 1850-1854
- It’s Good to Talk: Oral History, Sports History and Heritage, by Fiona Skillen & Carol Osborne, 1883-1898

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/32/14

Special Issue: Americas
- Standing Out from the Crowd: Imaging Baseball Fans through Sculpture, by Christopher Stride, Ffion Thomas & Gregory Ramshaw, 1611-1638
- Reclaiming Canada Through Its ‘Ancient’ Sport: Lacrosse and the Native Sons of Canada in Late 1920s Alberta, by Robert Kossuth & David McMurray, 1642-1660
- The Rise of Modern Sport in Fin de Siècle São Paulo: Reading Elite and Bourgeois Sensibilities, the Popular Press, and the Creation of Cultural Capital, Edivaldo Góis Jr, Soraya Lódola & Mark Dyreson, 1661-1677
- ‘Women Can’t Skate that Fast and Shoot that Hard!’ The First Women’s World Ice Hockey Championship, 1990, by Patrick A. Reid & Daniel S. Mason, 1678-1696
- Region and Race: The Legacies of the St Louis Olympics, by Mark Dyreson, 1697-1714

http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/32/13

Special Issue: Australasia and the Pacific Regional Issue
- Crossing Lines: Sport History, Transformative Narratives, and Aboriginal Australia, by Chelsea Bond, Murray G. Phillips & Gary Osmond, 1531-1545
- Public Emotions and their Personal Consequences: The Nationalizing Affects of the Australian Football League since 1990, by Leigh Boucher, 1546-1566
- From Détente to Distrust: Soccer’s Place in Post-World War I Melbourne, by Ian Syson, 1567-1577
- ‘Pink Tea and Sissy Boys’: Digitized Fragments of Male Homosexuality, Non-Heteronormativity and Homophobia in the Australian Sporting Press, 1845–1954, Gary Osmond, 1578-1592
- Club Identity/Class Identity: Negotiations of Popular Memory by Followers of the Australian Football League, by Melissa Walsh, 1593-1610

International Journal of the History of Sport, vol 32, 11-12, 2015
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/32/11-12
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Attempts at the Militarization of Physical Education and Sport During the Dictatorship Period in Greece, 1967–1974, Anestis Giannakopoulos & Evangelos Albanidis, by 1359-1377

For the Good of the Game? The Legacy of the Football Trust, the Football Pools, and the Dangerous Seduction of Political Promise, by Geoffrey Z. Kohe, 1378-1394

A Game for Christmas? The Argylls, Saxons and Football on the Western Front, December 1914, by Iain Adams, 1395-1415

The Introduction and Meaning of the Word Sport in the Netherlands, 1647–1910, by Jan Luitzen, Thijs Kemmeren & Pascal Delheye, 1416-1436

Swedish Gymnastics for Export: A Study of the Professional Careers and Lives of Swedish Female Gymnastic Directors, 1893–1933, by Hans Bolling & Leif Yttergren, 1437-1455

Cycling, Mass Media and Business: Serialization of Le Roi de la pédale (1925) by Paul Cartoux and Henri Decoin, by Thomas Bauer & Tony Froissart, 1456-1471

Sailing in an Occupied Country: Protests by Estonian Emigrants Against the 1980 Tallinn Olympic Regatta, by Pauli Heikkilä, 1472-1490

Book Reviews

Boxing: A Concise History of the Sweet Science, Dave Day, 1491-1492


Empire in Waves: A Political History of Surfing, by Rebecca Olive, 1494-1496

Sport: A Very Short Introduction, by Wray Vamplew, 1496-1497

Examining Sport Histories: Power, Paradigms, and Reflexivity, by Fiona McLachlan, 1497-1499

Mr. America: The Tragic History of a Bodybuilding Icon, by Peter Gavigan, 1500-1501

The Temple of Perfection: A History of the Gym, by Frank Galligan, 1501-1503

Futbol, Jews, and the Making of Argentina, by Braham Dabscheck, 1503-1505

It’s a Rough Game but Good Sport: The Life, Times and Personalities of the Shanghai Rugby Football Club, by Michael Rowe, 1505-1506

Soccer in New South Wales, 1880–1980, Bill Murray, 1507-1509

Pataudi: Nawab of Cricket, by Souvik Naha, 1509-1511

From the Back Page to the Front Room: Football’s Journey through the English Media, by Rob Steen, 1511-1513

New Directions in Sport History, by Paul Wheeler, 1513-1515

Soccer in Munster: A Social History, 1877–1937, Paul Rouse, 1517-1518

In Pursuit of Pennants: Baseball Operations from Deadball to Moneyball, by Craig Yugawa, 1519-1520

Animation, Sport and Culture, by C. Richard King, 1520-1521

The Development of Sport in Donegal, 1880–1935, by Paul Rouse, 1521-1522

The Unquiet Ones: A History of Pakistan Cricket, by Sam Knowles, 1523-1524

La historia del surf en España, by Alfonso Manas, 1525-1526

The Colonel and Hug: The Partnership that Transformed the New York Yankees, by Will Bishop, 1526-1528

Figure Skating in the Formative Years: Singles, Pairs, and the Expanding Role of Women, by Erica Rand, 1528-1530


http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fhsp20/32/10

Special Issue: Sports, Government and Governance in Asia (11)

Introduction, by Fan Hong, page 1237


From Development of Sport to Development through Sport: A Paradigm Shift for Sport Development in South Korea, by Jae-Pil Ha, Karam Lee & Gwang Ok, 1262-1278

Role Underplayed: Research on the Weakening Function of the All-China Sports Federation from a Historical Perspective, by Dawei Yu, Guangxin Li, Runzhi Liu & Rufeng Su, 1279-1290

The Integration of Three Types of Lands: A New Approach to the Provision of Public Sport and Recreation Areas in China, Jiandong Yi & Peter Horton, 1291-1307

Globalization, Regionalism and Reconciliation in South Korea's Asian Games, Cheongrak Choi, Myungsoo Shin & Chang-Gyun Kim, 1308-1320


The Chinese Government and the Globalization of Table Tennis: A Case Study in Local Responses to the Globalization of Sport, Yu-Wen Chen, Tien-Chin Tan & Ping-Chao Lee, 1336-1348
The Far Eastern Championship Games and the Development of East Asian Society, by Yan Wang & Haijuan Yu, 1349-1352


International Review for the Sociology of Sport, vol 51,1, February, 2016  
http://irs.sagepub.com/content/51/1.toc

The politics of PAO’s new football stadium, by Nikos Lekakis, 3-26

Football fans’ views of racism in British football, by Jamie Cleland and Ellis Cashmore, 27-43

“There’s just something about this club. It’s been my family.” An analysis of the experiences of youth in a South African sport-for-development programme, by Catherine E. Draper and Fred Colter, 44-60

Sporting mythscapes, neoliberal histories, and post-colonial amnesia in Aotearoa/New Zealand, by Mark Falcous and Joshua I. Newman, 61-77

Health and the running body: Notes from an ethnography, by Richard Shipway and Immy Holloway, 78-96

Over-riding concerns: Developing safe relations in the high-risk interspecies sport of eventing, by Kirrilly Thompson and Chanel Nesci, 97-113

Book reviews


Happy Valley, by Nicole M. LaVoi, 125-126

Journal of the Philosophy of Sport, vol 43, 1, 2016  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rjps20/43/1

Formulating, Testing, and Evaluating Principles of Morality in Sport: An Overview of Robert L. Simon’s Contributions to the Philosophy of Sport, by Cesar R. Torres, 3-14

Simon on Luck and Desert in Sport: A Review and Some Comments, by Sigmund Loland, 15-25


Simon on Realism, Fallibilism, and the Power of Reason, by R. Scott Kretchmar, 41-49
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Robert L. Simon on Sport, Values, and Education, by J. S. Russell, 51-60

Not Forgetting Sex: Simon on Gender Equality, by Pam R. Sailors, 75-82

Title IX: An Incomplete Effort to Achieve Equality in Sports, by Leslie Francis, 83-99

Internalism and external moral evaluation of violent sport, by Nicholas Dixon, 101-113

A Critical Review of R. L. Simon's Contribution to the Doping in Sport Literature, by Angela J. Schneider, 115-128

A response to contributors, by Robert L. Simon, 129-141

Martial Categories: Clarification and Classification, by Irena Martinková & Jim Parry, 143-162

On the Rationality of Inconsistent Predictions: The March Madness Paradox, by Rory Smead, 163-169

Book Reviews

Philosophy, Sport and Education: International Perspectives, by Peter F. Hager, 171-174

Sequins and Scandals: Reflections on Figure Skating, Culture, and the Philosophy of Sport, by Sarah Teetzel, 174-177

Creating Respectful and Inclusive Environments: The Role of Physical Educators and Coaches, by Shawn Ladda, 3-4

Including Transgender Students in School Physical Education, by John T. Foley, Court Pineiro, Dan Miller & Melissa L. Foley, 5-8

Promoting the Leadership Development of Girls through Physical Education and Sport, by Dana K. Voelker, 9-15

Full Speed Ahead: Using a Senior Capstone Course to Facilitate Students' Professional Transition, by Karen M. Appleby, Elaine Foster & Sibongile Kamusoko, 16-21

Articulate Bodies: The Value of a Somatic Curriculum in a Virtual World, by Amy Larimer, 22-27

Developing Questioning in Game-centered Approaches, by Stephen Harvey, Edward Cope & Ruan Jones, 28-35


Advocacy, Assessment and Accountability: Using Policy to Impact Practice in Ohio, by Kevin Lorson & Stephen Mitchell, 44-49
H-Sport Journal Watch. First Quarter 2012

- High School Compliance with Title IX, by James D. Francisco & George R. Schaefer, 50-51
- Incorporating a Pedal-less Bicycle Curriculum into a K–5th Grade After-school Program to Improve Stability for ASD Children, by Andrew L. Shim, Sean Peterson & Jan Turbes, 52-54
- What is the potential of physical education controlling overweight and obesity?, by Danielle DeGraw, 55
- How can we strengthen dance in physical education?, 56-59

*Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, vol 87, 2, 2016*
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/87/2

- The Use of Social Media by Physical Educators: How Do We Ensure Quality Control?, by Heather Erwin, 3-4
- Reflections on Exercise Science, by Phillip B. Sparling, 5-6
- Inquiry-based Learning Approach in Physical Education: Stimulating and Engaging Students in Physical and Cognitive Learning, by Lars Domino Østergaard, 7-14
- Deliberate Practice as a Tool for Effective Teaching in Physical Education, Douglas W. Ellison & Amelia Mays Woods, 15-19
- The Walking Classroom: Active Learning Is Just Steps Away!, by Kelly Mancini Becker, 20-26
- Promoting Cultural Competence, Health Behaviors, and Professional Practice in Undergraduate Education through Peer Learning, by Zi Yan & Kathleen FitzPatrick, 27-32
- Video Editing: A Service-learning Assignment in Adapted Physical Education, by Deborah R. Shapiro, Rachel Gurvitch & Wei-Ru Yao, 33-37
- Student-athletes with Disabilities Have the Right to Participate, by Anne DeMartini, 49-51
- Student-centered Strategies for Teaching Modern Dance in Secondary Physical Education, by Mary Bajek, Jim Ressler & K. Andrew R. Richards, 52-54
- Do classroom exercise breaks affect executive function and math performance?, by Carly Setaro, 55
- Letters to the Editor, 56-57
- What are some innovative, creative, and contemporary ideas used in physical education programs that engage all students and foster attitudes for lifelong movement?, 58-60

*Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, vol 87, 1, 2016*
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/87/1
• Student-teacher-content-context: Indissoluble Ingredients in the Teaching-learning Process, by Javier Fernández-Río, 3-5

• Preparing High School Students for Careers in Public Health, Health Education and Physical Education Fields, by Natasha A. Patterson, 6-7

• Using Triage Figuratively to Describe Effective Teaching in Physical Education, by Steven A. Henkel, 8-14

• Designing a Student Practicum for Special-event Production, by Timothy Otteman & Lori Irwin, 15-20

• Implications of Drug Testing Cheerleaders, by Tracy A. Trachsler & Genevieve Birren, 21-24

• The Table Tennis Triathlon: An Integrated Sport Education Season, by Alice M. Buchanan & Brook Barrow, 25-31

• Make Task Constraints Work for You: Teaching Object-control Skills to Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder, by Andrew M. Colombo-Dougovito & Martin Block, 32-37

• Healthy Pokes: After-school Education and Mentoring to Enhance Child Health, by Karen Lux Gaudreault, Victoria Shiver, Christopher Kinder & Emily Guseman, 38-43

• USC Swimmer Lowers the Bar, by Jeremy C. Petersen, 44-45 T

• Tips for Effectively Utilizing Paraprofessionals in Physical Education, by Seo Hee Lee & Justin A. Haegele, 46-48

• Using Personal Action Cameras as an Effective Resource in the Evaluation of Preservice Teachers, by Timothy Baghurst, 49-50 What is the relationship between a tactical-game approach and metacognitive behavior?, by Brandon Brocklehurst, 51

• Do we need a national curriculum for K–12 physical education?, 52-54

Journal of Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, vol 86, 9, 2015
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/ujrd20/86/9

• Professional Growth and Development in Physical Education: A Focus on PETE Students, by Brent Heidorn, 3-4

• Diversifying Physical Activity Course Curricula to Meet Institutional Expectations and Satisfy Student Needs in Higher Education: An Introductory Framework, by MooSong Kim, Bradley J. Cardinal & Marita K. Cardinal, 5-8

• Bringing Respect to the Gymnasium: A Roadmap for Physical Educators, by Michael Humphreys, 9-12

• Using Sport Education to Teach the Lifetime Sport of Golf, by Shot Scarboro & Tony Pritchard, 13-20

• Strategies to Accommodate Children with Developmental Coordination Disorder in Physical Education Lessons, by Priscila Caçola & Michael Romero, 21-25
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**H-Sport Journal Watch. First Quarter 2012**

- Should Schools Send BMI Report Cards to Parents? A Review of Literature, by Alexander Henningsen, Piroska Boros, Kent Ingvalson, Fabio E. Fontana & Oksana Matvienko, 26-32

- Enhancing Student Motivation in College and University Physical Activity Courses Using Instructional Alignment Practices, by MooSong Kim, Bradley J. Cardinal & Joonkoo Yun, 33-38

- Connecting Physical Education to Out-of-school Physical Activity through Sport Education, by Benjamin Schwamberger & Oleg Sinelnikov, 39-44

- Forced Football Fisticuffs, by Jeffrey C. Petersen, 45-46

- Suggestions for Teaching Fitness Using an Instructional Theme: The Fitness (Hunger) Games — A Fight for Your Health, by James Ressler & Jenny Parker, 47-49

- Using Technology for Alternative Assessment in Health Education, by Jonathan Lester, 50-52

- Goal orientation and intrinsic motivation for physical education: Does perceived competence matter?, by Jessica Billitz, 53

- What should teachers emphasize most when teaching dance — dance steps or dance technique?, 54-55

**Journal of Sports Economics, vol 17, 2, 2016**

http://jse.sagepub.com/content/17/2.toc

- Uncertainty of Outcome Is Higher in the Champions League Than in the European Cup, by Jeroen Schokkaert and Johan Swinnen, 115-147

- Glory Hunters, Sugar Daddies, and Long-Term Competitive Balance Under UEFA Financial Fair Play, by Markus Sass, 148-158

- Assessing the Intensity of Sports Rivalries Using Data From Secondary Market Transactions, by Ken Sanford and Frank Scott, 159-174

- MoneyRoundball? The Drafting of International Players by National Basketball Association Teams, by Akira Motomura, 175-206


**Journal of Sports Economics, vol 17, 1, 2016**

http://jse.sagepub.com/content/17/1.toc

- Does Bettor Sentiment Affect Bookmaker Pricing?, by Raphael Flepp, Stephan Nuesch and Egon Franck, 3-11

- A Comment on the Bias of Probabilities Derived From Betting Odds and Their Use in Measuring Outcome Uncertainty, by Erik Strumbelj, 12-26
Does Performance Consistency Pay Off Financially for Players? Evidence From the Bundesliga, by Christian Deutscher and Arne Buscheman, 27-43

Managerial Decision Making Under Uncertainty: The Case of Twenty20 Cricket, by Abhinav Sacheti, Ian Gregory-Smith and David Paton, 44-63

Upstairs and Downstairs: The Imperfections of Cricket’s Decision Review System, by Vani K. Borooah, 64-85

Determinants of Success in the National Football League’s Postseason: How Important Is Previous Playoff Experience?, by Joshua D. Pitts, 86-111

Physical Culture and Sport, vol 69, 1, 2016

Legal Duties and Legal Liabilities of Coaches toward Athletes, by Mirsafian, Hamidreza, 5


Competition and Cooperation in European Professional Club Football, by Kassay, Lili / Géczi, Gábor, 22

Participation in Medical Tourism versus Physical Activity of Patients after Liposuction: What are the Concerns about Health and Quality of Life?, by Lubowiecki-Vikuk, Adrian, 29

Leisure-time Physical Activity Among Different Social Groups of Estonia: Results of the National Physical Activity Survey, by Lusmägi, Peeter / Einasto, Mart / Roosmaa, Eve-Liis , 43

The Relationship between Organizational Culture and Innovative Work Behavior for Sports Services in Tourism Enterprises, by Eskiler, Ersin / Ekici, Summani / Soyer, Fikret / Sari, Ihsan, 53

Motivation for Physical Activity and Mental Health Indicators in Male Gym Attendees, by Awruk, Katarzyna / Janowski, Konrad, 65

Soccer and Society, vol 17, 3, 2016
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/current

Special Issue: Football Fandom in Italy and Beyond: Community through Media and Performance

Introduction, by Matthew Guschwan, 267-273

Fandom face to face, by Matthew Guschwan, 274-289

Performance in the stands, by Matthew Guschwan, 290-316

Print media: circulating fandom, by Matthew Guschwan, 317-331

Broadcast media: live and in-person, by Matthew Guschwan, 332-350

New media: online fandom, by Matthew Guschwan, 351-371
The football brand dilemma, by Matthew Guschwan, 372-387

Fan politics: dissent and control at the stadium, by Matthew Guschwan, 388-402

Conclusion, by Matthew Guschwan, 403-406

Soccer and Society, vol 17, 2, 2016
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fsas20/17/2

Special Issue: Football and Health Improvement: An Emerging Field

Football and health improvement: an emerging field, by Daniel Parnell & Andy Pringle, 171-174

A perspective from key stakeholders on football and health improvement, by Angus Martin, Simon Morgan, Daniel Parnell, Matthew Philpott, Andy Pringle, Michael Rigby, Andy Taylor & Jon Topham, 175-182

Supporting lifestyle risk reduction: promoting men’s health through professional football, S. Zwolinsky, J. McKenna, A. Pringle, A. Daly-Smith, S. Robertson & A. White, 183-195

Effectiveness of a community football programme on improving physiological markers of health in a hard-to-reach male population: the role of exercise intensity, by Andrew Thomas Hulton, David Flower, Rebecca Murphy, Dave Richardson, Barry Drust & Kathryn Curran, 196-208


Can 'English Premier League' funding for PE and school sport achieve its aims?, by Stephen Zwolinsky, Jim McKenna, Daniel Parnell & Andy Pringle, 242-245

The influence of club football on children’s daily physical activity, by Glen Nielsen, Anna Bugge & Lars Bo Andersen, 246-258

Football for health: getting strategic, by Simon Lansley & Daniel Parnell, 259-266

http://journals.humankinetics.com/ssj-current-issue

“IT’s Recovery United for Me”: Promises and Pitfalls of Football as Part of Mental Health Recovery, by Jonathan Magee, Ramon Spaaij, Ruth Jeanes, 357-376

“Just Because I Dance Like a Ho I’m Not a Ho”: Cheerleading at the Intersection of Race, Class, and Gender, by Chelsea Mary Elise Johnson, 377-394

Athletic Success and NCAA Profit-Athletes’ Adjusted Graduation Gaps, by Richard M. Southall, E. Woodrow Eckard, Mark S. Nagel, Morgan H. Randall, 395-414
Bearing Bodies: Physical Activity, Obesity Stigma, and Sexuality in the Bear Community, by Shaun E. Edmonds, Susan G. Zieff, 415-435

Common-Pool Resources in Rock Climbing, by César Rendueles, 436-451

Critical Discourse Analysis of Motivational Content in Commercially Available Exercise DVDs: Body Capital on Display or Psychological Capital Being Developed?, by Bradley J. Cardinal, Kim A. Rogers, Brian Kuo, Rosalee L. Locklear, Katelyn E. Comfort, Marita K. Cardinal, 452-470

Book Reviews

Discipline and Indulgence: College Football, Media, and the American Way of Life During the Cold War, by Thomas P. Oates, 471-473

Stickhandling Through the Margins: First Nations Hockey in Canada, by Vicky Paraschak, 474-477

‘We are getting there slowly’: lesbian teacher experiences in the post-Section 28 environment, by Lisa L. Edwards, David H. K. Brown & Lauren Smith, 299-318

Socialisation into organised sports of young adolescents with a lower socio-economic status, by Niek Pot, Jan Verbeek, Joris van der Zwan & Ivo van Hilvoorde, 319-338, by Hilde Rossing, Lars-Tore Ronglan & Susie Scott, 339-355

Exposing the dark side, an exploration of the influence social capital has upon parental sports volunteers, by Colin Grant Whittaker & David Holland-Smith, 356-373

Measuring up? The discursive construction of student subjectivities in the Global Children’s Challenge™, by Debbie L. Drew & Jennifer M. Gore, 374-395

Collegiate athletes and career identity, by Jennifer L. Murdock, Molly M. Strear, Michael A. Jenkins-Guarnerieri & Angela C. Henderson, 396-410

Becoming a ‘good coach’, by Frank Jacobs, Inge Claringbould & Annelies Knoppers, 411-430

Fundamental movement skills and fundamental games skills are complementary pairs and should be taught in complementary ways at all stages of skill development, by Wayne Smith, 431-442

More than activities: using a ‘sense of place’ to enrich student experience in adventure sport, by Mark Leather & Fiona Nicholls, 443-464

Coaching whiteness: stories of ‘Pacifica exotica’ in Australian high school rugby, by Brent McDonald, 465-482

The global physical inactivity pandemic: an analysis of knowledge production, by Joe Piggin & Alan Bairner, 131-147
'Doing for group exercise what McDonald's did for hamburgers': Les Mills, and the fitness professional as global traveller, by Jesper Andreasson & Thomas Johansson, 148-165

Trajectories towards failure: considerations regarding post-16 transitions within the UK Sport-Education sector, by David Aldous, Andrew C. Sparkes & David H. K. Brown, 166-182

Sports coaches as 'dangerous individuals’—practice as governmentality, by William George Taylor, Heather Piper & Dean Garratt, 183-199

Activity theory, complexity and sports coaching: an epistemology for a discipline, by Robyn L. Jones, Christian Edwards & I. A. Tuim Viotto Filho, 200-216

The place of play: from playground to policy to classroom well-being, by Patrick Jachyra & Caroline Fusco, 217-238

A narrative approach to exploring TGfU-GS, by Steven A. Stolz & Shane Pill, 239-261

Special educational needs in mainstream secondary school physical education: learning support assistants have their say, by Anthony John Maher, 262-278

An appreciative inquiry exploring game sense teaching in physical education, by Shane Pill, 279-297

**Sport, Education and Society, Vol 21, 1, 2016**
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/10.1080/1361456X.2016.1195266

Special Issue: Narrative Inquiry and Research on Physical Activity, Sport and Health: Exploring Current Tensions

- Narrative inquiry and research on physical activity, sport and health: exploring current tensions, by Fiona Dowling & Robyne Garrett, 1-6
- Social theory and narrative research: a point of view, by Jim Denison, 7-10
- Becoming a runner: big, middle and small stories about physical activity participation in later life, by Meridith Griffin & Cassandra Phoenix, 11-27
- Sensory narratives: capturing embodiment in narratives of movement, sport, leisure and health, by lisahunter & elke emerald, 28-46
- Narrating embodied experience: sharing stories of trauma and recovery, by David Carless & Kitrina Douglas, 47-61
- (Re)Telling lived experiences in different tales: a potential pathway in working towards an inclusive PE, by Ellen Berg Svendby, 62-81
- (Re)presenting equestrian histories—storytelling as a method of inquiry, by Eva Linghede, Håkan Larsson & Karin Redelius, 82-95
- Whose stories matter? Re-vising, reflecting and re-discovering a researcher's embodied experience as a narrative inquirer, by Jenny McMahon & Kerry R. McGannon, 96-113
A narrative inquiry into the experience of negotiating the dominant stories of physical education: living, telling, re-telling and re-living, by Ashley Casey & Lee Schaefer, 114-130

Sport, Ethics and Philosophy, vol 9, 3, 2015  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/rsep20/current

- On the state of the Philosophy of Sport, by Mike McNamee, 241-242
- Sport and the obligation of solidarity, by Wivi Andersen & Sigmund Loland, 243-256
- Readjusting Our Sporting Sites/Sight: Sportification and the Theatricality of Social Life, by Ivo Jirásek & Geoffrey Zain Kohe, 257-270
- Reflections on Competition and Nature Sports, by Kevin Krein, 271-286
- “Sport, Habermas, and the Moral Sphere: A Response to Lopez Frias”, by William J. Morgan, 287-302
- Elite sport: reification, instrumentalization and dignity, by Philippe Sarremejane, 324-340

Book Review

- Sport and Film, by Emily Ryall, 344-347

Sport in Society, vol 19, 3, 2016  
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fcss20/current

Special Issue: Numbers and Narratives: Sport, History, and Economics

- Preface, by Wray Vamplew, 295-296
- Count me in: reflections on a career as a sports historian, Wray Vamplew, 297-312
- The power of numbers: a plea for more quantitative sports history, by Wray Vamplew, 313-320
- Scottish football before 1914: an economic analysis of a gate-money sport, by Wray Vamplew, 321-339
- Sport, industry and industrial sport in Britain before 1914: review and revision, by Wray Vamplew, 340-355
- ‘It is pleasing to know that football can be devoted to charitable purposes’: British football and charity 1870–1918, by Wray Vamplew, 356-377
- Still crazy after all those years: continuity in a changing labour market for professional jockeys, by Wray Vamplew, 378-399
H-Sport Journal Watch. First Quarter 2012

- Successful workers or exploited labour? Golf professionals and professional golfers in Britain 1888–1914, by Wray Vamplew, 400-424
- Empiricism, theoretical concepts and the development of the British golf club before 1914, by Wray Vamplew, 425-454
- Playing together: towards a theory of the British sports club in history, by Wray Vamplew, 455-469

Sport in Society, vol 19,2, 2016
http://www.tandfonline.com/toc/fcss20/19/2

- The boxer–trainer, actor–director relationship: an exploration of creative freedom, by P. Solomon Lennox & George Rodosthenous, 147-158
- A case study of the lasting impacts of employment in a development through sport, recreation and the arts programme for Aboriginal youth, by Sophie Gartner-Manzon & Audrey R. Giles, 159-173
- Violence and masculinity amongst left-wing ultras in post-Yugoslav space, by Andrew Hodges, 174-186
- Who’s fault is it? An analysis of the press coverage of football betting scandals in France and the United Kingdom, by Jean-Patrick Villeneuve & Dawn Aquilina, 187-200
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